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TEACHER RESOURCE MATERIALS - HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE 
 
 
Teacher Resource Materials are a guide designed to enhance students’ knowledge 
about, and responses to, performance experiences. It provides information about the 
performance, student activities, advice about audience roles and responsibilities, and 
resources for further investigation by students and teachers. 
 
Teacher Resource Materials gives you, the educator, the ability to prepare your students 
for the process of reading and interpreting a performance whether that be through 
performance themes, form and style, or design elements.  
 
Experience and research indicate that students’ understanding of, and responses to, 
performance are enhanced through sound educational experiences. This material will 
help you lead students to discover information, to explore processes, and to respond in 
critical and creative ways. 
 
Because teachers are accountable for how students use time during the school day, 
time at performances, like time in the classroom, must be justified for educational value. 
Teacher Resource Materials ensures that learning outcomes for performances are both 
appropriate and clear. 
 
 
As an educator, you may like to make use of all the activities in this guide to prepare 
your students to view and unpack the performance. However, Brisbane Festival also 
understands that your visit to a performance is not a one off event, but forms part of a 
larger unit of classroom work – an investigation into contemporary theatre, the use of the 
elements of drama within a theatrical performance, or enabling students to analyze a 
performance work using the structures of theatre criticism.  Therefore you may not wish 
to use all the suggested activities, but ‘pick and mix’ what is appropriate for your 
classroom work and your students. 
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Brisbane Festival and presents  
  
THE GRAND INQUISITOR  
adapted by Marie-Helene Estienne  
from, The Brothers Karamazov by Fyodor Dostoyevsky  
 
Venue: Cremorne Theatre 
 
Season: 19 July – 26 July 2008 
 
Director.................................   Peter Brook 
Featuring: ……………………..         Bruce Myers 
 
Synopsis  
The action takes place in Spain, in Seville during the most terrible period of the 
Inquisition, when each day fires were lit to the glory of God, and in splendid autodafes 
monstrous heretics were burnt. Christ comes back to the world of man. At that moment, 
the cardinal Grand Inquisitor crosses the square. He points his finger, ordering the 
guards to seize Him. The guards take hold of Him and in a deadly silence lead him 
away. The prisoner is taken to the dark old palace of the Holy Office and shut in a 
narrow vaulted cell. 
 
THE GRAND INQUISTOR sees Jesus Christ returning to Earth only to be imprisoned, 
interrogated and charged with heresy by the head of the Roman Church the Grand 
Inquisitor.  The play unfolds as a gripping monologue delivered by the Grand Inquisitor 
to the silent and completely still Jesus exploring religious belief, human freedom, 
compassion and weakness.   
 
The Grand Inquisitor argues to Christ that he has become redundant to the Church and 
his untimely return will only lead to anarchy and destruction.  The Grand Inquisitor 
informs Christ that the population no longer craves the freedom he offers but they seek 
the authority and security that the Church offers them.  The play unravels exposing the 
Church and the States ability to corrupt religion for its own gains. 
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CONTENT SUITABILITY  for THE GRAND INQUISITOR 
Year Levels Years 11 and 12 only 
Language No course language, some adult themes 
Sexual References Nil 
Setting 15th century Spain, the height of the 
Spanish Inquisition. 
CURRICULUM APPLICATIONS 
Drama Realism 
Role of the director 
Novel into playscript 
Monologue   
Staging 
Use of language 
English Novel to play text 
Existential philosophies  
Use of language  
Studies of Society and Environment Spanish Inquisition  
Investigation of Dostoyevsky and 19th 
century philosophies and thinkers 
The individual and the state 
Study of Religion The Church as an Authority. 
Relationships with Jesus. 
History of the Church 
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ORIENTATING  ACTIVITIES 
 
ORIGINS OF THE PLAY/ABOUT THE PLAYWRIGHT 
Fyodor Dostoyevsky 
The Grand Inquisitor is based on a chapter from The Brothers Karamazov, a novel 
written by a Russian author named Fyodor Dostoyevsky in 1880. In the chapter that the 
Grand Inquisitor is based on the Ivan Karamazov tells his brother Alyosha a story in 
which Jesus Christ returns to earth in the Seville at the hight of the Spanish Inquisition, 
only to be placed under arrest by the Grand Inquisitor and interrogated about why he 
would return now.  In Dostoyevsky’s chapter the story comes in a dialogue between the 
two brothers Ivan and Alyosha.  
The Brothers Karamazov was the final novel written by Dostoyevsky, who died less than 
half a year after it was published. Dostoyevsky was born in Moscow on the 11th of 
November 1821, and through his literacy career grew to be considered both one of 
Russia’s premier literacy voices and one of the fathers of Existentialism, a philosophical 
movement in which individuals create the meaning of their lives, as opposed to 
authorities creating it for them. This existential notion is obvious in the story that Ivan 
tells his brother Alyosha.  
 
Many of the novels and works of Dostoyevsky have left a lasting impression on the 
literacy world a chronological list of his major works is situated below.  Of these novels 
the three most influential works of Dostoyevsky stand as being Notes from Underground, 
Crime and Punishment and finally The Brothers Karamazov.  It is indeed these novels 
investigation into existential territory that allow these novels to still captivate and 
resonate with readers today. 
 
Poor Folk (1846) 
The Double: A Petersburg Poem (1846) 
Netochka Nezvanova (1849) 
The Village of Stepanchikovo (1859) 
The Insulted and Humiliated (1861) 
The House of the Dead (1862) 
Notes from Underground (1864) 
Crime and Punishment (1866) 
The Gambler (1867) 
The Idiot (1869) 
The Possessed (1872) 
The Raw Youth (1875) 
The Brothers Karamazov (1880) 
 A Writer's Diary (1873-1881) 
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ABOUT THE PLAYWRIGHT 
Dostoyevsky’s The Grand Inquisitor was adapted to for this production by Marie-
Helene Estienne.  Estienne has been a long time collaborator with Peter Brook, the 
pair first worked together in 1974. Since then Estienne has worked as Brook’s 
assistant, co-author, his casting agent, a producer and as a production assistant for 
his performance company Centre International de Creations Theatrales (C.I.C.T) also 
known as the International Centre of Theatre Research. 
 
ABOUT THE DIRECTOR  
English born Peter Brook is regarded as one of the most influential and celebrated 
directors for both theatre and film since the Second World War.  Currently in his 
eighties Brook has directed across the globe for over sixty years and is still seen as a 
force to be reckoned with and revered amongst his peers and younger 
contemporaries.  As an emerging director Brook was heavily influenced by the work 
of Antonin Artaud and his ideas for a Theatre of Cruelty, in which movement, sound, 
and rhythm rather than words express the underlying ferocity and ruthlessness of 
human life. Brook was also influenced by the experimental work of Jerzy Growtowski, 
Bertolt Brecth and Vsevolod Meyerhold.  
 
From his earlier influences Brook went on the write many books concerning his 
approaches to theatre, the most well known of these was The Empty Space, which 
although it was written forty years ago still resonates and provides inspiration to 
today’s emerging performers, directors and general public interested in theatre.  
Other titles include the shifting point (1987), Evoking (and Forgetting) Shakespeare 
(2002), There are No Secrets (1993) and his autobiography Threads of Time (1998). 
 
Brook has directed numerous styles of plays, both conventional and experimental.  It 
has been his ability to link the experimental theatre to the popular commercial theatre 
that has made him the envy of artists around the world for the majority of his career.  
 
Most of his work since the 1970s has been done with the Paris-based Centre for 
Theatre Research, which he founded and with which he travelled widely in Africa and 
Asia. The Grand Inquisitor signifies the first time a Brook work has been brought to 
Brisbane. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 REVIEW OF THE GRAND INQUISITOR 
Irish theatre magazine October 2007 
Writer: Dr Brian Singleton 
There is something deliciously preposterous about this section of Dostoyevsky’s last 
novel (1880) that brings Christ back to earth fifteen centuries after his departure in 
the form of a fable. We find him working miracles again but this time in Seville during 
the Spanish Inquisition. He is arrested and brought before the Cardinal Grand 
Inquisitor who proceeds to throw the book at him for his failure of mankind. Christ, 
though, is silenced and defenceless against the remorseless tirade of the Church’s 
interpreter and repressive representative. The whole idea fires the imagination and 
what better subject matter for a theatrical experience than this show trial in which the 
inquisitor acts as judge and jury. Peter Brook seizes on the theatricality of the 
narrative to stage a fifty-minute monologue that speaks volumes about contemporary 
world politics and the perennial enmeshing of church and state, and the latter’s ability 
to corrupt religion for its own ends.     
    
Brook provides us with a master class in how to take prose material as the textual 
basis for a highly theatrical experience and it is a class of which many Irish theatre 
practitioners should take note. So often in many recent Irish productions of 
monologue plays we ask ourselves, to whom is the character speaking? Nearly 
always the production does not provide us with an answer and thus the monologue 
as a form of theatre has a limited theatricality. Not so with Brook. The stage is bare 
except for a box and a stool, and is thus free for the Inquisitor to dominate the stage. 
He begins his narrative with a description of Christ’s return and speaks directly at us 
what turns out to be background material in the form of stage directions. And then he 
turns to a solitary figure representing Christ on the box facing upstage and delivers 
his philosophical treatise on Christ’s espousal of personal freedom versus the 
Church’s pragmatic strictures of religious faith. This simple addition to the stage of a 
silent figure brings about a wonderful clarity to the experience and situates the 
monologue in the here and now rather than in some distant past. Though Christ is 
simply a symbolic figure for us in the theatre, his ‘presence’ shifts the narrative as 
treatise into a courtroom drama played out in a theatre.    
        
Throughout the accusatory diatribe the Inquisitor lays bare for us some important 
existential questions. ‘Why have you come to disturb us?’ he asks Christ, since he 
had singularly failed to take up the sword of Caesar and bring peace to mankind. And 
he follows up with a rejection of Christ’s miracle healing: ‘I don’t want your love.’ And 
between the accusation and rejection there is an electric arc of tension caused by the 
Christ figure’s silence and apparent refusal to engage. At times we read the silence 
as defiance, and at others as innate superiority. And all the while, what starts out as 
an inquisition ends up as a confession of how the Church emerged politically 
triumphant from the ‘blind faith’ philosophy of its originator and points to the premise 
of the fable where Christ cannot even recognize his own Church.       
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Bruce Myers as the narrator/inquisitor is dressed in a simple black cassock and the 
only other colour on the stage is in the form of his white beard and hair providing a 
visual focus for the spoken narrative. His oratorical skill is masterful, and so too is his 
ability to use gesture and movement to help us visualise both reported action and 
philosophical concepts. Joachim Zuber as Christ (also in neutral black t-shirt and 
trousers) has the unenviable task of facing upstage right unresponsively throughout, 
save for his silent departure in the form of benediction at the end. But Zuber’s 
corporeal presence is crucial in actualising a divinity and also for providing a context 
for a prose narration. The result is a most thought-provoking and chilling production 
     
 
 that cuts to the core of contemporary anxieties and is told in an extremely vivid 
manner. Brook’s mastery of the monologue lies in his deep awareness of effective 
theatrical communication. 
    
HISTORICAL CONTEXT ABOUT THE SPANISH INQUISITION 
The Spanish Inquisition was a ferocious attack on heretics that was at its peak during 
the 15th and 16th centuries, instigated by King Ferdinand II of Aragon and Queen 
Isabella of Castile, resulting in the executions of much of the Jewish and Muslim 
population who had converted to Catholicism during the middle ages, known as 
conversos. In addition to this the Inquisition targeted protestants during the later… 
parts of the inquisition during the 16th century. The conversos were targeted by the 
Inquisition during the 15th century to maintain Catholic orthodoxy in the kingdoms and 
ensure that Spain was under the direct control of the Spanish monarchy.  A key 
difference between the Spanish Inquisition and many of the other medieval 
Inquisitions that preceded it throughout Europe was the fact the Inquisition was to be 
controlled by the crown, not the Pope. 
In 1483, Isabella and Ferdinand established a council to direct the activities of the 
Inquisition throughout Spain. They appointed a Dominican friar who had preached for 
years against the conversos Tomas de Torquemada inquisitor-general. 
 
The Inquisition in Spain was brutal in dealing with heretics, especially in the years 
under Torquemada. Within 10 years, over 2,000 people had been burned at the 
stake. This act became a popular public ceremony know as autodafe, or act of faith.  
During an autodafe heretics were tied down to stakes and asked whether they gave 
up their heresy against the holy church and if they repented they would be strangled 
to death before their stakes were burnt. However if they remained silent they would 
be burnt to death on their stakes in front of the cheering audiences. 
 
The Inquisition did not come to a definitive end until July the 15th 1834, however 
during final two centuries of the Inquisition, its activity decreases significantly, thanks 
largely to the ideas and change of thinking during the Enlightenment. 
 
ENHANCING ACTIVITIES 
Some initial post-performance questions  
The author of The Grand Inquisitor, Dostoyevsky is said to have himself struggled 
with the questions posed in The Grand Inquisitor. However, the following questions 
are not expected to be definitively answered by students but rather require them to 
reflect on the performance and construct answers based on their theatre experience 
and their own thoughts and opinions. The questions are focused around the 
interdependent themes, motifs and symbols of the play.  
Power  
The desire for power is at the base of all historical characters and events. From 
World War two to having the right to vote. Overall, the desire to control and influence 
others has been both fundamental and occasionally disastrous.  
Consider the theme of power in The Grand Inquisitor in terms of:  
• How does both the Inquisitor and Jesus hold power in the play?  
• The Inquisitor when talking about the reign of the church says “we shall say 
that we are your servants and that we rule them in your name. (Jesus) We 
shall deceive them…for we shall be obliged to lie.” Is lying justifiable to 
achieve power?   
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 Free Will  
When Jesus left this earth, he left his people with the gift of freedom and choice. 
However, the church struggles with the role of acting on behalf of Jesus and instead, 
as the Inquisitor is quoted as saying, takes away ‘the burden of free will for mankind’ 
in favour of the church exercising authority.  
• What do you think Jesus’ intentions were with leaving mankind the gift of free 
will?  
• How does the Inquisitor see mankind to benefit from authority and regulations 
as opposed to free will? 
Human Nature 
Human nature is the unchanging qualities shared by all human beings across race 
and culture. Including a sense of morality and the presence of a conscience.  
• The Inquisitor describes mankind as “weak, vicious, worthless and rebellious.” 
Given his description of mankind, what does the Inquisitor believe would 
happen with the reign of free will?  
• Do you think the inquisitor’s description of mankind is accurate? Why? 
Faith  
At the beginning of the play the Grand Inquisitor visits Jesus in his cell to tell him that 
the church no longer needs him and that his return to earth will interfere with the 
mission of the church.  
The power of faith is rooted in mystery and the idea that you don’t necessarily need 
to see to believe.  
• How might Jesus returning to earth interfere with the church’s mission?  
• Why did do you think Jesus was resurrected at this time in history?  
 
The job of the director 
Every director is different and brings their beliefs of theatre to the production. It is the 
director’s job to make meaning explicit to the audience through the choices they 
make. Legendary director Peter Brook is famous for his directing philosophy of ‘the 
empty space.’ The opening lines of Brook’s book The Empty Space convey his 
philosophy as a director.  
“I can take any empty space and call it a bare stage. An actor moves across this 
space while someone is watching and a piece of theatre is engaged.” (Brook, 1968)   
Brook’s ideas strip theatre down to its bones. Brook rejects the ideas of a traditonal 
theatre and places a large emphasis on the actor and audience relationship with the 
aim of achieving a definitive emotional or intellectual response.  
Brook’s choices in style, costume, staging and language clearly reflect his philosophy 
of ‘bare theatre’ and ultimately allows the play to ‘speak’ to an audience.  
 
Style: Realism. Often directors of performances may take on the role of ‘creative 
artist’ and use artisic liscence to moulde the production into their own creative piece 
by changing the style or script. However, Brook in using Dostoyevsky’s story has 
chosen to be an ‘interpretative artist’  instead remaining truthful to the text and it’s 
style. (Gadaloff, 1998)  
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Costume: The costuming of The Grand Inquisitor is neutral and subtle, allowing for 
the audience to focus on the actor and the pefrormance.  
     
 
 Staging: The stage setting of Brook’s production is minimal. It consists of an almost 
empty stage despite one stool. Maintaining a minimal set allows for the audience to 
not become pre-occupied with the sets or props of the performance, but rather focus 
on the actor.  This focus is heightened by the use of a spotlight.  
Blocking/Movement: Brook’s decision as a director for the Inquisitor to act front 
stage centre is a conscious effort of the director to establish the audience’s 
relationship with the character of the Inquisitor. The Inquisitor’s positioning causes 
the audience to be directly engaged and drawn to the character and his language.  
Language: The language of The Grand Inquisitor is constant and uninterrupted, 
contrasted by Jesus’ presence  and his decision to remain silent.  The rhythm and 
tempo of the language remains mono-tonal and at a constant pace.  
Overall, Brook’s decisions as a director are motivated by his need for a deep 
actor/audience relationship while contributing to the ambiguity of the performance.  
 
Writing your own scene from history  
Dostoyevsky chose to bring Jesus back to earth at the time of the Spanish 
Inquisition. There are many significant times that Jesus could also return to earth in 
the past and in the future. Assuming the role of a playwright/s create one scene from 
history or the future where Jesus may return to earth.  
Think about:  
Plot- The context of the scene including place, time, and characters should firstly be 
decided. Following this, decide who the audience will be and whether the purpose is 
to entertain or inform or make the audience think or feel.  
Style: What style best correlates to the intention of the text.   
Language: Language will be governed by the style of the scene. Think about 
whether Jesus will remain silent or a dialogue between Jesus and the other chosen 
character will occur.  
Audience: Who is your intended audience? This will be influenced by the style of the 
performance and what type of audience that particularly style attracts.  
 
Directing your own scene from history  
Once the scene has been completed, as directors, decisions regarding the staging, 
lighting, costumes and sets must be made to bring the scene to life. These decisions 
are not only influenced by the style but also the purpose of the performance and 
ultimately the dramatic meaning of the text.  
Staging/Sets: Staging and sets can be minimal as Brook has chosen in order to 
focus audience attention on the actors. However, sets and stage design may also be 
naturalistic using real props and sets to establish place.  
Lighting: Lighting in a performance can be used to manipulate mood as well as draw 
focus onto a particular character or part of the action.   
Costumes: Costuming can also be minimal or naturalistic depending on the style of 
the performance and the intention of the director. In a period Renaissance drama the 
costumes aid in characterisation as well as establishing place and time. On the other 
hand, costumes can also be minimal as Brook has chosen to do, allowing the 
audience to focus their attention on the complex content and dramatic meaning of the 
performance.   
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 SYNTHESISING ACTIVITIES 
Thinking, talking about, and responding to the performance 
 
After viewing the performance a discussion with students is needed to unpack the 
form, style and content of the performance. The following questions will provide a 
basis for discussion to occur. The questions may be tackled individually, in small 
groups or whole class discussions. 
 
Forming: Improvise a short scene of Jesus’ return to earth.  
 
Presenting: Create and present three scenes focused from the inside, outside and 
on the edge of the action surrounding the events of the Spanish Inquisition.  
 
Responding: How are the dramatic elements of tension and language manipulated 
to create dramatic meaning for the audience?  
 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE GRAND INQUISITOR 
One basis for taking students to view live performance is to enable students to 
analyze a play in performance. They will therefore need some prior exposure to 
concepts of ‘theatre analysis’. One way of doing this would be to provide them with a 
range of written resources that explore theatre from a variety of perspectives. These 
may include: 
 
The ‘Theatrical Review’ 
Whilst the ‘Theatrical Review’ may not strictly speaking be a form of pure theatre 
analysis, it is nonetheless a way of enabling students to gain an understanding of a 
particular reviewers’ perspective. These will also introduce them to the idea of 
making critical judgments. 
 
Production Company Notes 
Many theatre companies now produce extensive notes for students on their various 
productions. These notes often include interviews with the director, designers, and 
actors and are aimed at providing students with an insight into the collaborative 
nature of theatrical production. 
 
The Program 
Many programs also include material on the play – a review, an interview with the 
director and may provide a source for some additional material for the students.  
 
Magazines/Newspapers 
There are a number of theatrical magazines that provide some level of analytical 
response to theatrical performance.  
 
The Internet 
The Internet is rich in a variety of theatre resources, but there are few websites 
dedicated to the specifics of current theatre performances in Australia. One site 
which does have a variety of contemporary reviews is http://www.stageleft.com.au
 
The following worksheet from Queensland Studies Authority Sourcebook Module 
titled Spotlight on Script will help your students to structure information post-
performance in readiness to write a performance review. 
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 PHOTOCOPY RESOURCE  
WRITING A REVIEW – PART 1 
Here are some questions you may want to consider when you are thinking about a 
play in production. Use drama terminology when jotting down ideas. 
 
What is the title of the play and what 
expectations does this set up? 
 
Who wrote it? When was it written? Was 
it written for a particular purpose? What 
were the circumstances under which it 
was written (for example, in response to 
an incident or event, for a commission, in 
collaboration with a youth theatre 
company)? 
 
What is the theme? Does the play have a 
particular message or several messages? 
 
What is the plot (in as few words as 
possible)? 
 
Is it set in another time or place? When? 
Where? How did that impact on the 
staging? Costume? Make-up? 
 
How did the venue and performance 
space affect the staging? 
What was the set like and how did that 
support the play and the performances? 
 
How did lighting/sound/media support the 
production? Were there any special 
effects? 
 
Were all the actors believable in their 
roles? Could you see and hear them? Did 
you feel any connection with them? Did 
any stand out? 
 
What style would you say this play 
belongs to? What aspects of the style 
could you see? 
 
What form or structure did the play 
follow? 
Was there a clear pattern to the tension? 
 
What contributed to the mood of the 
production? How was this managed and 
changed throughout? 
 
What struck you about the roles, 
relationships and language? 
 
Did the production highlight any elements 
or conventions of drama in unusual 
ways? 
How? Why? 
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 WRITING A REVIEW – PART 2 
The following information and activities are drawn from Centre Stage (2000) by 
Mathew Clausen pp. 88-89. The flowchart may assist students in the writing phase 
after viewing a performance. 
 
After watching a performance, you will have quite a strong sense of whether or not a 
performance was effective. This is usually reinforced through feelings of whether or 
not you were engaged, moved, excited or disinterested. Using the words from the 
reviewers and interviewer as well as students’ own impressions and understandings, 
undertake an analysis the performance according to the following categories and 
questions. This could be done in  written or oral form. 
 
PLOT  
This is the actual action that happens on stage. Try to reduce the whole story into a 
brief paragraph that includes all the main events. 
 
DISCUSS THEMES AND ISSUES 
Outline the themes and issues that your feel were important in the play. The themes 
and issues carry the message of the play and are important in helping the audience 
gain meaning from the performance. 
 
ANALYSE CHARACTER OBJECTIVE AND MOTIVATION 
Describe and analyse the characters. To find the character’s objective, ask yourself 
the question: What does the character want to achieve by the end of the play? 
To find the character’s motivation, ask yourself the question: Why does the character 
want to achieve their goal? 
 
EVALUATE THE PERFORMER 
How well did the actors use body language to express their character? 
Were their movements and gestures appropriate for their character? 
How well did they use their voice to express character and deliver lines? 
How focused did they seem during their performance? 
How convincing did the performer seem in their portrayal of their character? 
 
COMMENT ON THE USE OF PRODUCTION ELEMENTS 
Were the costumes suitable for the characters? How did the choice of colours and 
designs suit the overall look of the performance? 
Was the set an effective use of space? Was the set easy for the actors to manoeuvre 
around. In terms of colour and layout, did its design enhance the performance? 
Did the signs and symbols used within the production enhance meaning? 
Was special lighting used at any time for a particular effect? 
Did the use of live or recorded sound enhance or detract from the performance? 
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